
Learning centre Lesson 

• You need to answer each question. Follow on from the sentence 
starters. 

• Anything you research must be put into your own words DO NOT 
COPY AND PASTE FROM THE INTERNET!

• Once you have completed all the tasks you need to save your work 
with your name 



What keyword does each of these images represent?

Brain in Gear

One of these Christian beliefs about Gods’ 
superpowers is shared by Muslims which do you 

think it might be?

EXT – Which of these superpowers do you think 
relies mostly on faith, why?



What superpowers do Muslims believe Allah 
has?

• I can EXAMINE what I believe and 
what Muslims believe about Allah– Step 
3+

• I can COMPARE What Christians 
believe about God with what Muslims 
believe about Allah– Step 5+

• I can CONSTRUCT the influences of 
Islamic beliefs about Allah 7+

To understand 
the four main 
beliefs about 

God that 
Muslims have.

Tuesday, 27 October 2020



Just

Transcendent 

Merciful 

Immanent 

Omnipotent 

What superpowers do Muslims believe Allah 
has?

Allah treats 
people fairly 
because he is 

just

Allah is within 
the universe 

with humanity.

Allah is beyond 
the universe 
above earth.

Allah is all 
forgiving which 

is how he shows 
mercy



Justice means treating people fairly, equally and justly, Allah’s justice is shown in the rules Allah has given to make 
sure that humans deal fairly and justly with each other.

“Each person is responsible for holding up justice in the world.”

Allah is immanent, close to all of his creation, causing miracles and listening to prayers on earth because he is immanent 
within earth. “His grasp is over all vision”

Transcendence is a great mystery.  
Allah is far beyond human understanding because he is transcendent, he is beyond and above the earth. Humans don’t have 
the intelligence to understand him “no vision can grasp him” because he is so superior and transcendent. 

Allah created the universe, because he is omnipotent and has the power to do so. Islam means “submission to Gods will” 
Muslims submit to Allah because he is great and powerful and the only being that will ever be worshipped as he is their 
creator.

Allah’s mercy is shown in the teachings that Allah forgives those that repent, if in your heart you want forgiveness then Allah 
shall forgive.  

Every chapter in the Quran (Muslims holy book) starts with the statement
“Bismallah in the name of Allah the most merciful, the compassionate.”

They hear this statement more than any other to remind them that if they do something wrong Allah will always be there for 
them with understanding and forgiveness

Read through the information and transfer it on to 
the next page in your own words.



Define in a sentence
Define this word by
using it in a sentence. 

Synonymous
Can you think of other words 
that are similar to this word

Supporting SOWA
How do Quranic quotes support 
these keywords.

Similarities
Tell me the similarities of this 
word to Christianity.

Omnipotent Both believe the creation of the 
world and humans is evidence of 
this superpower.

Just “Each person is responsible for 
holding up justice in the world.”

This means Allah is just therefore 
humans should be.

Merciful forgiving
Loving
caring
compassionate

Transcendence

Immanence
Allah is immanent
within the universe.



How might these beliefs in Allah influence a Muslim and their actions? 

For example; If Muslims’ believe that Allah is just they may believe they should 
also act justly, it may influence them to fight for things that aren’t fair in the 
world , for example being treated differently because of your race. 

If Muslims’ believe Allah is…

Execute

In your answer name a 
belief Muslims have 
about Allah.

In your answer name a 
belief and explain how it 
would influence a 
Muslim.

In your answer name a 
belief, explain how it 
would influence, 
outlining what a Muslim 
could do to put it in to 
practise. 

In your answer name a 
belief, explain how it 
would influence, 
outlining how to put it in 
to practise giving an 
example.



If Muslims’ believe Allah is…

Execute



Take one minute to compose two statements in your head to 
explain what we have learnt.

In today’s lesson I have learnt…

Leaving thoughts…



Have you met your outcome?

• I can EXAMINE what I believe and what Muslims 
believe about Allah– Step 3+

• I can COMPARE What Christians believe about God 
with what Muslims believe about Allah– Step 5+

• I can CONSTRUCT the influences of Islamic beliefs 
about Allah 7+
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